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ABSTRACT
For the last 50 weird years, effective market and behavioral finance hypothesis have been the cornerstone of modern asset pricing. While both theories are fundamental in explaining the prices of modern assets, they differ. The effectiveness of the market hypothesis requires the price of any asset to depend on information, while the behavioral finance theory dictates that the price depends on the market shareholders' response. It is the key to the argument that influences modern asset pricing, and price immediately reflects information or the perception of information by market participants. Within this article, we will critically examine the hypotheses that motivate the theory of behavior finance. In the sample of China Securities 300 industry indices announced on 1 January, 2006, these paper tests for the husbanding behavior of Corporate Finance decisions using factor analysis, K-Means and cluster method. Empirical findings show that six variables, size and capital structure, management equity, corporate value, growth, productivity, the operating capacity and solvency constitute the characteristic financing mode system, with major positive effects on the financial structure and size of the leader house index.

1. INTRODUCTION
What Is Behavioral Finance?
The psychological effect and biases that bear on the financial actions of investors and financial operating companies is a sub-component of behavioral economy. In addition, influences and biases may explain all types of market anomalies and market anomalies specifically on the stock market, such as severe stock price increases or falls.

Understanding Behavioral Finance
Comportement funding can be examined from a range of points of view. Stock market returns are an area of finance, in which psychological patterns also are believed to affect market outcomes and returns. The purpose of classification is to help people understand why financial choices are made and how they can influence markets. In terms of behavioral finance, financial participants are supposed to be not perfectly rational and self-controlled, but psychologically influential, with somewhat normal and self-regulating trends.

The effect of biases is one of the main aspects of behavioral finance studies. For a variety of reasons, distortion may occur. In general, prejudices can be classified into one of five key definitions. In reducing research or analysis of the results and results of industry or of the sector, it can be very important to understand and classify different types of behavioral financing biases.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Conduct financing is a research area focused on how psychological effects can affect market outcomes.
• Comportement financing can be analyzed to understand various outcomes in a number of industries.
• The effect of psychological bias is an important feature of behavioral finance studies.

Behavioral Finance Concepts
Conduct finance usually requires five main concepts:
• Mental accounting: Mental accounting means people 's propensity for specific purposes to allocate money.
• Herd conduct suggests that the financial actions of the bulk of the herd continue to be imitated. The cause behind dramatic rallies and sales is notoriously hotbeds on the stock market.
• Emotional gap: The emotional difference refers to decisions based on extreme emotional stresses such as anxiety, color, fear, and excitement. Emotions are often an important reason why people make no rational decisions.
• Anchoring: Anchoring means applying a degree of expenditure to a particular reference. For example, expenditure can consistently be based on a budget level or streamlining expenditure based on different services of satisfaction.
• Self-attribution: Self-allocation refers to a tendency to make choices based on confidence in information. Self-allocation usually stems from a specific area 's inherent trust. Individuals tend to be higher in this category than others.

Biases Studied in Behavioral Finance
In addition, numerous individual biases and trends for the analysis of behavioral finance have been identified, including:

**Disposition Bias**
Disposition prejudication refers to the fact that investors sell winners and suspend losers. The thinking of investors is that they want to make quick gains. But when an investment loses money, it will hold on to it because it wants to return to the same price or its initial price. Investors tend easily to accept their own right (when a profit is made). However, when they make an investment mistake (when there's a loss) investors are not willing to admit. The disposition bias deficiency is that investment performance is always related to the investor's entry price. In other words, investors assess their investment's success on the basis of their personal entry price, regardless of the fundamental or evolving characteristics of the investment.

**Confirmation Bias**
Confirmation favour, if investors have a preference for accepting information that confirms their previous confidence in an investment. If data emerges, investors can easily check that their investment decision is right — even if it is faulty.

**Experiential Bias**
An experiential bias takes place when participants are made partial to or think of the case as much more likely to take place again in memory of the recent events. For example, several investors left the stock market during the financial crisis of 2008 and 2009. Some had a distorted view of the economy and expected more economic turmoil in years to come. The experience of such a negative occurrence raised the bias or likelihood of the occurrence. The economy in fact improved and in the following years the market bounced back.

**Loss Aversion**
Aversion to loss occurs when investors weigh more than the pleasure of market gains on the concern for losses. In other words, you are much more likely than making investment gains to prioritize loss avoidance. Some investors might therefore like a higher payout to offset losses. If large payouts are not likely to occur, they can seek fully to avoid loss even though the risk of investment is rationally reasonable.

**Familiarity Bias**
The preference for familiarity is when investors tend to invest in what they know, like domestic companies or investment in local property. Investors are often not distributed across several industries and investment styles, thus raising risk. Investors tend to invest with or familiar with their history. Investors.

**Behavioral Finance in the Stock Market**
The Effective Market Hypothesis (EMH) says that stock prices are priced effectively to represent all the knowledge available at any time on a highly liquid market. However, several studies have recorded historical long-term securities anomalies which contradict the successful hypothesis of the market and which can not be plausibly captured on models based on perfect investor rationality.

The EMH is commonly founded on the conviction that showcase members see stock costs sanely dependent on all current and future natural and outside variables. When considering the financial exchange, social account takes the view that business sectors are not completely effective. This takes into consideration perception of how mental variables can impact the purchasing and selling of stocks.

The comprehension and use of conduct fund inclinations is applied to stock and other exchanging market developments consistently. Extensively, social account hypotheses have likewise been utilized to give more clear clarifications of significant market oddities like air pockets and profound downturns. While not a piece of EMH, financial specialists and portfolio administrators have a personal stake in understanding conduct money patterns. These patterns can be utilized to help examine advertise value levels and changes for hypothesis just as dynamic purposes.

2. **THE THEORY OF BEHAVIOURAL FINANCE**
Fundamentally, De Bondt et al. (2008) and Kourtidis et al. (2011) contend that there is a need to comprehend the brain research of market members so as to give a clarification of market variations from the norm, for example, resource value air pockets and crashes, and fathom the proficiency of the monetary markets. This would appear to propose it is hard to completely comprehend and investigate the worldwide money related market without reference to the social account hypothesis. What's more, as implied by Kourtidis et al. (2011), the conspicuous presence of silly market members causing arbitrary exchanges in the market to must be sufficiently clarified by assessing conduct factors. As expressed by Barberis and Thaler (2003), the effect on the cost from these silly market members can be extensive and significant.
As indicated by Barberis and Thaler (2003), these two issues (for example the brain science and the enduring effect of unreasonable market members) structure the structure of conduct money.

As expressed by Kourtidis et al. (2011), while customarily budgetary hypotheses look at how individuals carry on as for riches amplification, conduct account is keen on how individuals "really" act in a money related condition. Basically, a mental study carried out by the market and its cooperation with money-related markets in which the market shareholders could be unique family units or associations, is characterized by De Bondt et al. (2008) and Statman (2008).

As expressed by De Bondt et al. (2008) the conduct money hypothesis isn't really founded on the supposition of sane market members and effective markets. A significant factor in the conduct fund hypothesis, demonstrated by Statman (2008), is that showcase members are accepted to act ordinary as in they act balanced however with a constrained data set. Accordingly, markets are not productive but rather difficult to beat. The principle thought affecting the social fund hypothesis is various conduct factors impacts advertise members, to completely comprehend this response of market members there is a need to investigate these social components.

Kourtidis et al. (2011) state there are numerous conduct factors featured in the writing on social account that clarify the conduct of market members in the monetary market. In any case, they limit their examination to four significant conduct factors in dissecting the market members' conduct in the budgetary market: presumptuousness, hazard resilience, social impact and self-checking.

As indicated by Subrahmanyam (2007) there is by all accounts proof to propose that the suppositions and models supporting the conduct money hypothesis are conceivable. He states there is proof to recommend that non-hazard based variables impact the expectations of profits more than chance based elements. There likewise appear to be proof to propose that mental estimates about market members' predispositions can be tried in an ex-bet way. What's more, in spite of the fact that the proof is by all accounts recommending that business sectors are wasteful and unsurprising examples do exist, this doesn't imply that individual market members can make huge overabundance returns. In any case, there is proof that institutional market members can exploit these anticipated examples in the money related markets. He contends that despite the fact that there is proof proposing that nonsensical operators do impact the market in the short run, anyway there is additionally solid proof that unreasonable specialists do impact the market over the long haul.

There is evidence that the benefit cost is influenced by a reference cost and the effects on the situation, as indicated by Subrahmanyam (2007). This evidence indicates that an indication of the trading operation of individual market participants is present in all accounts.

Furthermore, given the evidence that the display cases appear to build their portfolios from a number of straightforward structures, such as the territory, knowledge and the verbal. Nonetheless, there appear to be an absence of accentuation in the writing on portfolio decision of market members. Another key factor as expressed by Statman (2008) is that the estimates supporting the conduct money hypothesis, for example, the manner speculation which anticipate showcase members will acknowledge fast gains yet concede misfortunes, are testable. Consequently meaning they can be dismissed or acknowledged relying upon the investigation of the information and have been demonstrated by numerous experimental examinations to be able to do precisely foreseeing market member's conduct.

In the circumstances of dynamic under vulnerability under standard fund investors’ choices are expected to adhere to the principles of likelihood. In any case, in infringement to Bayes’ rule, a great many people over-respond to startling and emotional news occasions (Bondt and Thaler, 1985). The victor failure impact can't be credited to changes in the hazard as estimated by CAPM beta. The profit of the triumphant and losing firms show inversion designs that are reliable with overcompensation (Bondt and Thaler, 1987). The eruption peculiarity can be clarified by social account hypothesis (Reedman, 2005).

3. RESEARCH DESIGN
CSI 300 is the document to reflect the example of A-share publicize when all is said in done that Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchange commonly gave on the grounds that. CSI 300 generally picks the enormous extension and extraordinary liquidity stock as test, which covers around 60 percent of the Shanghai and Shenzhen publicize and moreover has a better than average representative of the market. So this paper carries on an observational assessment, using the CSI 300 model associations proclaimed on January 1, 2006 as the model. The data is from CCFR cash related data systems and Zhongzheng Network (www.cs.com.cn) recorded association database, and the quantifiable programming used is SPSS 11.5. This substance picks the extent of commitment to esteem as uncovered variable to evaluate the corporate financing; the huge
explaining elements of corporate characteristics are showed up in Tab.1. (1) Size. Size regularly represents the quality and developing point of view, simultaneously, it implies the spot among similar exchanges. The board of huge corporate is progressively differentiated, the capacity of hostile
to chance is more grounded and the chance of chapter 11 is littler, acquiring power is higher, subsequently it can work on the higher influence, so corporate size may affects the obligation proportion.

Tab.1 Explanation of variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explaining Variables</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Explanation of Calculation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asset size</td>
<td>$X_1$</td>
<td>Log (Total assets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return on net assets</td>
<td>$X_2$</td>
<td>Earnings per share/Net assets per share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per share</td>
<td>$X_3$</td>
<td>Net profit/Total shares in the end of the term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth of operating income</td>
<td>$X_4$</td>
<td>Growth of net operation income/Net operation income of prophase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market-to-Book</td>
<td>$X_5$</td>
<td>Market value/Book value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick ratio</td>
<td>$X_6$</td>
<td>(Current assets – inventory)/Current liabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collateral value</td>
<td>$X_7$</td>
<td>(Inventory + Fixed assets)/Total assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-debt tax shields</td>
<td>$X_8$</td>
<td>(Depreciation + Amortization of intangible assets)/Total assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobin’s Q</td>
<td>$X_9$</td>
<td>(Market value + Current liabilities + Long term liabilities – Current assets)/ Total assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial ownership</td>
<td>$X_{10}$</td>
<td>Management shareholders/Total shares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square of managerial ownership</td>
<td>$X_{11}$</td>
<td>(Management shareholders/Total shares)^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth of total assets</td>
<td>$X_{12}$</td>
<td>Growth of total assets/Total assets of prophase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory turnover</td>
<td>$X_{13}$</td>
<td>Sale cost/Average of inventory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) Profitability. Gainfulness mirrors the capacity of endogenous financing. The sequence of corporate financing is income, bond financing and interest financing in accordance with the calculation exchange hypothesis. As a consequence, if a company has a strong benefit, it can have more surpluses, leading to fewer commitment financing being used. In fact, it is difficult to keep a sufficient excess if earnings are low, so it can only be conditional on additional bond financing. The Hu Guolui exploration (2006) and the Jiang Dianchun exploration (2003) reveal that the proportion of productivity in the obligations is negative. For calculate corporate profitability, this article uses returns on net funds and profit per bid.

(3) Growth. Myers (1977) accepts that the development opportunity is a significant factor which chooses corporate capital structure. As per life-cycle hypothesis, developing undertakings are in the extension stage, with more prominent finances request, so endeavors in the development stage will be enormous scope outside obtaining, which causes the obligation proportion of the developing ventures is a lot of high. Xiao Zuoping and Wu Shinong’s (2002) exploration guides companies to obtain more finances whenever they have great opportunities for development.

(4) Solvency. The higher the dissolvability is, the litter the requirement for support is, the corporate would not pick obligation financing, so the dissolvability impacts the obligation financing. This article picks speedy proportion to gauge the corporate dissolvability, which is relied upon to have negative effect on obligation financing.

(5) Operating Ability. The fundamental instrument of the corporate money activity communicates that corporate with more grounded working capacity will have enough income and improve the help for the dissolvability. Thusly the corporate can pick higher obligation level.

(6) Collateral Value. The current research assumes that the system of rewards or guarantee recognition influences the source of funding, (Myers, Majluf, 1984 for instance). The greater protection appreciation and the greater the capacity to collect bond incentives, it feels like there is a strong connection between bond standard and insurance appreciation. In case the insurance ratio is higher in the corporate capital structure, the credit capacity becomes more ingrained at this point, and so the company is more obliged.

(7) Tax covers non-obligation. The rationale for charges for devaluation and risk allowances is referred to as non-charge covers. De Angelo and Masulis (1980) maintain that shields for charges without obligation are substituted for a duty reduction and that a company with greater shields for charges without obligation, ceteris paribus, is relying on the use of less duty. In fact, non-compulsory charging shields should not be in danger of not paying the reduced fee. Organizations with packets of shields for non-bond charges would also have less responsibility than shields for non-bond charges. Xiao Zuoping and Wu Shinong
characterize non-obligation charge shields as the proportion of the devaluation to add up to resources; Hu Guoliu and so forth (2006) utilizes the proportion of the deterioration in addition to intangibles and amortization of different advantages for all out advantages for supplant the non-obligation charge shields.

This article utilizes the proportion of the devaluation in addition to amortization of impalpable resources for all out advantages for measure non-obligation charge shields.

(8) Tobin's Q. Tobin's Q is the business interest operator vector. The value of the company is greater than the revenue. Corporate interest funding will be geared towards bond financing. Hong Zheng and Wang Lei (2005) demonstrate the influence of Chinese documented organizational capital structure and the share of obligations on resources increase with the collapse of Tobin's Q on the proprietorship structure, cost financing and trademark mates.

(9) Managerial Ownership. Examination shows that the administrative possession is higher, the top administration will give more consideration to the offer's fairly estimated worth, simultaneously they wish to bring down the chapter 11 expense. So the administrative possession affects the obligation financing. The square of administrative proprietorship explores on the minimal pattern impact of the administrative possession.

The grouping list, the multi-financing of corporate finance officials and the reserve director, which simultaneously represents the buyer or trader, is unique to two examples. Lakonishok, Shleifer, Vishny (1992) set out to use quantitative techniques to measure crowding behaviour, the main model for many experiments. The crowding variables in this paper therefore relate to the context of LSV (1990) of the grouping behavior list H, which is compatible with Filbeck, Gorman and Preece (1996) and the element of crowd activity: (1) Choose the typical commitment/esteem extent of the past 10% of the association size as pioneer variable, (2) Choose the ordinary commitment/esteem extent of the past 11-portion of the association size and the typical commitment/esteem extent of 51-100% of the association size as group variable 2 and gathering variable 3.

H1 (Average obligation/value proportion of the previous 10% of the organization size) = σ obligation/value proportion of the previous 10% organization size/number of the previous 10%company size H2 (Average obligation/value proportion of the previous 11-half of the organization size) = Σ obligation/value proportion of the previous 11-half organization size/number of the previous 11-half organization size H3 (Average obligation/value proportion of 51-100% of the organization size) = σ obligation/value proportion of the 51-100% organization size/number of 51-100% of the organization size The examination reason for this paper is to investigate whether the crowding marvel exists in CSI 300 recorded corporate financing choice. In this way it factors investigation for the significant clarifying factors of corporate qualities right off the bat, which can incorporate the data reflected by the various factors into a few unimportance factors. At that point utilize these elements supplanting the first factors to do K-Means bunch examination.

CONCLUSION
To conclude, the existing money and sovereign liability crises are difficult to explain without considering the concept of a conduct fund. Basically, the human brain science directs every market participant under typical conditions to unexpectedly decode the data provided on a currency resource. The idea of financial emergencies aims at increasingly unhealthy data and news has a more prominent effect than essential ones. The paper analyzed the classification of corporate funding options and discusses the factor analysis and the K-Means bunch inquiry. We have examined the reasons that the financial arrangement’s attributes are composed of six variables, dimensions and capital structures, shareholder managers, business values, growth, benefit, working capacity and dissolvability, which have a great positive effect on the size and capital structure of the pioneering crowd record.
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